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This system is meant for those that want to escape the mental and 
spiritual slavery enforced on humans by the controllers of this planet.  

 
None of the Koso Rays have anything in common nor are associated 

with anything used previously on Earth.  

All these energies have no connection with any previous existing human 

knowledge. Koso Rays started a major spiritual revolution on Earth.  

Koso Rays ® are property of Armand-Manuel Ratundu © 2006-2020  

All rights reserved.  

Koso Rays ® is freely offered for spiritual purposes but also can be successfully 
used for healing purposes as long as our energetic, spiritual and physical bodies 

are strongly interconnected, but it is not meant to replace any medical treatment. 

Sokaisi ® is a spiritual system consisting of initiations meant for personal and 
spiritual development. The initiations work on DIY basis absolutely free of any 
master or any charging, unless specified here. Anyone claiming any of these 

initiations, charging or pretending to facilitate these initiations will be in violation 
of founder purpose, and subject to definitive withdrawal of any Sokaisi ® 

initiation. 



Koso Rays is a spiritual system from the infinity I originally came from. 
This system has nothing to do with any healing or spiritual system 

known on Earth until now. It is far more powerful and will help raise the 
planet’s spiritual level. I followed this need when I decided to share 

these energies on Earth.  

People like me may feel sometimes that they don’t belong here or that 
everything seems to be strange here, even well known places or people. 
This is because we were originally coming from Infinite Love and each 

one of us are forced to live here in this matrix created and controlled by 
Darkness. It is perfectly true that many humans are enjoying this, 

directly correlated with their lack of Spirit and the fact that they are 
feeding Darkness purposes, being agents of darkness. They are living as 

bio-mechanical machines, under total control of Darkness. Evidently 
addressing to those individuals is a waste of time.  

The Earth is passing through major changes that will affect every one of 
us. It’s time for us to use and implement our important true knowledge 
and true energies. The Darkness lost its rights and the dark forces that 

kept mankind in slavery and obscurity for thousands years lost the 
control. The World will see their last desperate efforts. This will lead to a 

major change of forces and to a restoration of spiritual balance.  

Many of you have a spiritual path and some of you might be aware of 
this. Others will find it soon and those energies will help all of us to find 

who we really are. Matrix controllers imposed a draconic system of a 
false reality in order to block your spiritual awareness. The Koso Rays 
attunements are a strong tool for your awakening. You may encounter 

unusual feelings or images during the process, which are hyper-
dimensional experiences correlated with your hyper-dimensional being 

that’s been awakening. You will transform. These attunements will wake 
you up to what you really are and will provide the opportunity to move 
beyond. Koso Rays regards the future of the planet Earth and human 
spirit, and the transformations about to occur at these crucial times.  

Koso Rays comes from the True Creation but human mind is unable yet 
to comprehend this dimension. This concept was deliberately hidden 
from humans because we are forced to live in a prison which is the 



physical universe. My name is Kosatoiso and I came from The Infinite! 
On Earth I am Kosatoiso’s extension and this is the reason I received the 

energies. My will is to share it with this world and I was entitled to do 
that regarding the future of this Planet Earth.  

I have mentioned that a spiritual background is needed for Koso Rays 
attunements because of the high vibration of the Rays and obviously the 

spiritual nature of them. I also mentioned that not everyone could 
receive these attunements because is purely a matter of compatibility. 
What I didn’t know at that time is that my systems are meant for a 
certain people that will surely reach it! Obviously anyone’s invited. 

Together we will free this planet from slavery and abuse.  

Keep in mind that Planet Earth is full of evil people that hide their true 
intentions behind nice words. Many of them are nothing but biological 

robots controlled by Darkness. In most cases they had a dark 
consciousness that is replacing the original consciousness that was 
absorbed into Darkness at the starting of their process of serving 

Darkness. These people choices will primarily oppose yours, because 
they are controlled by dark entities that they cannot comprehend and 
they aren’t aware of. They are nothing but slaves in machinations that 
they are totally unable to understand, a programming they accepted 

and make them strongly refusing to believe any Truth. They are 
Darkness perfect minions, completely blinded and completely under 

control, a nightmare extended at planetary scale. 

Here is a technique that will let you discover who is hiding behind nice 
words or images. Simply just open time and space, dimensions, 

protections, images, projections, energies, blockages, shields or any 
obstacles to the True Heart of someone and look in the person’s True 

Heart (some experienced ones place an image of light or other images 
in front of their heart to fool anyone that can see them, but you can 

easily bypass this image too) or use Koso Silver Ray to reach the True  

Heart. If you don't "see" yet with your 3
rd 

eye, project yourself to the 
subject’s True Heart. When you find the True Heart filled with darkness, 
something narrow like a dark abyss in the lower side you must be sure 



about that person is totally related to darkness. The most devoted to 
darkness sometimes have the upper side of True Heart blocked with a 
dense energy (that correspond to dark initiations - basically Darkness 

pattern of action is blocking the access to any Light energies), because 
Light energies come on our structures from the upper side. Those 
people hate everything that comes from Light and no matter what 

appearance they might have it is better avoid them because sooner or 
later their hatred will be targeting you. Darkness minions work by 

default against any manifestation of Love or Infinite. Usually they think 
that no one can see their true intentions, craftily hidden by words or 
false smiles. You’ll find many types of people, but the ones that carry 

Light in their hearts you might be interested on. It could be only on the 
upper side of the True Heart corresponding of their evolution, spiritual 

efforts or initiations, but true Initiates should carry a light like a Sun that 
will be their True Heart. A very useful exercise is to go to search your 

master’s True Heart, politicians, celebrities, friends, family or any 
persons that you put your trust in, and see whether they are Light or 

Dark True Hearts and you will find out the difference.  

The only need for the student in order to receive Koso Rays is their 
willingness and understanding how these energies work and that they 

can be used on anything. The settling down of the energies or the 
accommodation of the human body to new vibrations that you heard 

before is less important nowadays for those that reach these energies. 
Yes, energetic status has changed a lot, lately. There is no prerequisite 

necessary - only your spiritual openness will make the difference.  

Humans often proved to be narrow-minded and seem even to enjoy 
brainwashing. This is the main reason they enjoy TV shows and politics! 
Did you ever ask yourselves why the broad development of the media 

and film industry or who owns all those companies? Or who owns 
gigantic media companies and what could be their role? Why tons of 

money are involved in this area? Do you know that in every home you 
can find now a TV set? They want your Mind to be occupied all the time 

with every imaginable crap they invented just to keep you away from 
your real powers. A perfect slave that thinks that choses for himself. A 
slave that receives orders and instructions through channels that he is 



following obediently, and that can’t even imagine life without. I told you 
that some really liked to be brainwashing and programming. Now it is 

time to work with that Mind of yours.  

Koso Rays initiates will transform themselves and will facilitate the 
presence of these energies on Earth. This planet has evolved even 

though anyone can say that it is not very visible or noticeable, and the 
process continues further. All of us will raise the spiritual level of the 

planet by just feeding Earth with these long awaited energies. And even 
a total disaster that could lead this civilisation to total failure as Lemuria 

or Atlantis could be avoided, making evil inoperative through these 
vibrations and the new energies that will come through. Obviously Koso 
Rays are a fresh start and there are a lot powerful energies that follows.  

Now coming to the most interesting part. In True Creation evidently 
there are no symbols or religion, only Infinite Love and an existence 

through Infinite Love and Infinite Creator. Symbols can be easily 
programmed and are used to represent various concepts in our human 
Mind, but mainly as representing some groups and to give participants 

the sensation of confidence in the organisation. This world is full of 
symbols, keeping human Mind working in patterns. Look for example at 

the Christian cross. How can you imagine that we’ll meet another 
civilisation and explain them that crucification (a milestone of 

mainstream religion) is the symbol of Love? Did you ever suspect that 
many religions are brainwashing tools fabricated as an alienation of 

spirit and the purpose is to keep you in slavery? Besides the fact that 
opposing different conceptual brainwashed fanatics leading to the easy 
application of the principle “divide and conquer”. Controllers achieves 
this way their sinister control plans of this planet and humankind. Oh, 
you might be a humanist as well. Did you think that a politician, a TV 

star or maybe a city mayor would properly represent you in contact with 
an advanced civilisation? Because you seem to credit these people 

unconditionally and that you praise them to tell you what to do in life. 
Not to be surprised that they are the result of the same group of 

malevolent controller entities. 



Time to change this. Koso Rays are the next stage of evolution for 
humans - the rediscovery of human Mind long ago set into slavery by 
the controllers. Koso Rays function just mentally — just think and they 
are set in motion. You might need first to debunk yourself from all the 
harmful concepts that you have been taught until now. These are just 
meant to make you a robot integrated in a society of slaves that love 
the herd thinking. Admit to yourself, you were only taught to think in 

patterns from the very beginning of yours and you are now considering 
yourself a free human being. What a charade!  

Just to think about Koso Rays to set them in motion. One thought about 
Koso Rays make them work and this is the reason that I remind you 

about your wishes – they do come true! And that’s because Koso Rays 
could follow your inner thoughts. Your Mind will cleanse itself and might 
follow at a certain point, but requires some training. See how easy you 
can be to achieve something? But you was taught to put your trust in 
some organic robots brainwashed by a system for that they would die 

to, because they are programmed to do so and you was also enrolled to 
do exactly the same. And the main objective is to perpetrate this 

draconic system of alienation! This could be your fate resumed in a few 
words. Until now. Your Mind is dangerous for them if it will be operated 
by the Truth, and will be a bliss for you and humans that won’t abandon 

ourselves to Darkness – be aware of this!  

Anyway you will be lead progressively to changes in many areas of your 
life and it will be better if your efforts will be centred on this. The old 

patterns and energies will fade away or simply will be replaced and even 
habits you try to get rid of from long ago will fade away. These 

attunements will lead you to a new being, free from many harmful 
effects of so-called civilisation, religion or politics, this greedy society of 

programmed bio-machines.  

Koso Rays involves 9 Rays that you could do in separate attunements or 
you could do it all in a row. Each Ray has a main purpose that is 
specified. This does not exclude any other uses and only you will 

conclude practically what those will be. Basically they works best for 
what is specified, but you are invited to experiment. Because of the 



non-restrictive character could be lead to work on any areas you ,ight 
need. Used altogether in a whole pack could save precious time for you 

and leads to better results.  

1 - BLUE RAY – The Healing ray. Provides spiritual healing.  
  

2 - GREEN RAY – The Essence of Life ray. Is designed to  
rejuvenate the body and the spirit. Also heals and  

 transcendently helps recovery.  
  

3 - YELLOW RAY – The Abundance ray. Helps your projects and  
 all areas of your life.  

  

4 - ORANGE RAY – The Mind of the Universe ray. Develops the  
 power and speed of brain activity and thinking.  

  

5 - RED RAY – The Fighters ray. Knows no boundaries and fits  
 those who fight against limitations.  

  

6 - VIOLET RAY – The Spiritual Opening ray. Expands spiritual  
 horizons.  

  

7 - WHITE RAY – The True Creator’s Pure Love ray. Cleanses the spirit  
 from any impurities.  

  

8 - GOLD RAY – The Permanent Connection to True Creator. Leads you  
 directly to True Creator!  

  

9 - SILVER RAY – The Clarity ray, inter-dimensionally traveling ray.  



Koso Rays attunements are not performed by any human. The system 
as is presented here, works infinitely in all dimensions. These initiations 

will accompany you on all further infinite manifestations of yours. 

Anyone that wishes to be attuned just has to ask it on my behalf to be 
attuned and the attunement will proceed immediately. Based on my will 

and my manifestation in infinity, anyone asking the Koso Rays 
attunements on my behalf will receive them immediately, no matter 

when you will ask for it, now or ever, but of course this is taking only 
into account of the person. You have total control over the attunements; 
never being dependent on anyone or a scheduling and no one should or 

could charge you for what I offer freely for anyone!  

The installation, or the attunement part is simple and could be done 
with or without a meditation.  

The meditation procedure is described here. Sit comfortably upright with 
a vertical spine position focusing on the breath, making the inhaling and 

exhaling equal until it works automatically. Then slow down the 
breathing process and focus your mind on an image of something 

peaceful like a flower or anything else that would not disturb the spirit 
(some will find it also efficient to focus on a candle; the image should be 
3D also). Contemplate this flower trying to see all the details of it while 

the breathing process runs in the background. Your mind should be 
focused only on this image, a process that will gradually eliminate any 

residual thoughts. After completing this level you should leave the image 
and focus your mind only on the void! This is the most important part of 

the meditation process and even now there could appear sporadic 
fragments of thoughts. It seems that your monkey Mind enjoys a lot of 
things that you are not aware of, until you will introduce discipline. The 
focusing part should go further until the void becomes absolute. This is 
the part, which requires a severe mental discipline and that is the real 

beauty of this meditation.  



In a meditative state you could use for attunement an affirmation like 
this: “I am asking to be initiated in Koso Rays and I call now upon me 

the Koso Rays initiation from Armand until the process will be 
completed”.  

The installation process could be completed with all Koso Rays in a row 
or could be taken one by one.  

Using the Koso Rays is extremely simple. Just create or project any Ray 
that you might need on specific purpose that you have, to facilitate the 
job done. For example, you can create or send Blue Ray to the cells in 
order to heal and balance or to simply charge them with Blue Ray until 
this be achieved. Or you could create or send Green Ray to balance and 

rejuvenate the cells until the job is completed.  

You might create Koso Rays to a subject or a purpose, as needed to be 
realised or accomplished, until the job is done!  

It is very important to eliminate the causes that provoked any 
imbalance. In most cases could be malefic entities or energies but their 
flourishing is due to a dark state of mind or destructive thought patterns 

of the subject, which in this state of mind just get in resonance with 
that phenomenon or manifestation. How do you think that someone like 
this will ever heal? You may heard of that diseases always have spiritual 
causes. Obviously a healthy status is synonymous with a consciousness 

of Light or Infinite Love! A low spiritual state or a state of mind 
permanently focused on low vibration subjects will keep the subject 

connected to Darkness and spread those low vibrations eventually to the 
entire system, which will become sooner or later a standard for that 

system. This will progressively lead to a turnover of the system that will 
become a compliant environment for disease. See how easy the Mind 
can alter the Spirit and the body? The controllers of this physical plane 

know very well this mechanism and use it plenty against you over 
thousand years. Now if you tell me that is a treatment that can heal 

those affected people, what would that be? Sending healthy energy to 
the affected organ? I might not think so! All this energy healing practice 
is another scam of the controllers, not to mention that mainly uses False 
Light as Reiki which is so less efficient that isn’t worth of mentioning. Is 



no surprise that Reiki failed lamentably under the power of some 
“masters” that totally control and dogmatised the system. Reiki follows 

the same pyramidal scheme as almost everything imposed by the 
Controllers. Nothing new. Maybe Reiki was the initial platform for many 

of you, but will eventually lead you to another dogmas and useful 
practice. It is time to take further steps. Real steps.  

The environment on this Planet is not very friendly for True Spirit and 
Infinite Love as we are surrounded here by a lot of dark entities, minds 
and energies. Our energy fields act like an astronaut suit protecting us 

from the environment as the immune system protects our physical body 
from various threats. As long as the entire system frequency is low, 
especially for a prolonged time, the energy fields will be weak and in 
some areas could be weakened enough to be vulnerable to various 

external aggressions, that in this case will be in resonance with. This 
make a breach in the system that would sooner or later become 

vulnerable to disease - spiritual, mental, energetic and physical! This is 
the order of affectation. Now please tell me how can a person affected 
down through the physical level could be healed? The only healing is 

that done by themselves, if they are aware to make a change. And the 
means are already accessible. 

Organs could be affected by energies or entities (which could be due to 
an extremely aggressive environment or could be manipulated toward 

the subject). Prolonged exposure to aggressive factors causes the 
energetic matrix to be affected which can cause damage at the 

programming level and obviously induce malfunction on the physical. 
That could lead soon to a major damage at the cellular and tissue levels 

because nothing can live in the absence of fundamental life energy 
called Vital Force. By the way, this is highly seeking by the controllers 
and those minions. The irony is that they also couldn’t survive on the 

absence of positive energies but they can’t just receive it by themselves 
due to their adhesion to Darkness and the correspondent blockages of 
any means that they can receive any positive energies. Instead doing 

this, they will harvest it from those who have it, people like you, 
completely unaware of that. 



Here is the level where healers regularly try to heal, but they are healing 
only the effects, and not the true causes. If the stage of that disease is 

not quite advanced the healer could partially succeed. If the patients will 
continue the habits that caused the disease, sooner or later the disease 
will reappear, maybe in other place or other form. The disease is a state 

of fact that a person was keeping a destructive state of mind, full of 
hatred, serving Darkness purposes and the absolute consequence of 
refusal of Infinite Love! Are you sure that you want to heal a such 

person?  

Using Koso Rays should concern first your thirst of experimentation 
because there are really no limits. The only limitations could be imposed 

by the users. Always remember that these are energies out of this 
Matrix, right from The Infinite and this is their range of action. They 
could be used individually or at once just sending them all for the 
purpose. In that case the frequencies needed for your purpose will 

work, but the main advantage is that you will avoid losing time 
searching for the right Ray for that specific purpose.  

In the same manner please send Koso Rays to Planet Earth from micro 
to macro level to heal it and to increase its spiritual frequency. You can 
use the same technique on the entire Solar System, or whatever scale 

you want.  

Traveling with the Silver Ray should be done just projecting the Silver 
Ray from you to the subject, back or further in time or anywhere you 
want. That will open a corridor from you to the subject, without any 

interference and you’ll be wherever you want. In that way you can also 
find who you really are. Just send Silver Ray to the real you in order to 
establish the contact, then travel along the Ray and discover yourself.  

All these energies will take you far beyond what you are capable of 
seeing or predicting. Experiment with each one and just get rid of any 
limitations imposed upon yourselves; and as much as possible avoid 

thinking or reacting in patterns. Free yourselves from any old teachings 
or masters. There is so much false information and so many limitations 
on this planet enough to convince many of you that you can barely do 
anything. The Controllers placed limits on everything just to block you 



from seeing or using your true Spirit, and realise that everything is truly 
within your power. Because you indeed have the power to change and 

that fears them most! Your awakening is equal to their perishing so 
expect some resistance until they won’t be able to operate here no 

more.  

Analogies or comparisons of Koso Rays to other energies are out of 
subject. It is absurd to compare Koso Rays to anything known before, 
because of their totally different nature. Is a matter of time until they 
will debug you and release the darkness patterns or blockages. Until 

then please be patient, use Koso Rays frequently on yourself, and most 
important - debunk your mind of everything that isn’t Infinite or Infinite 

Love.  

Koso Rays is the platform system for the next transformational energies:  

Sokaisi System  

http://sokaisi.ro/blog-post2%20Sokaisi.html


Koso Rays ® are property of Armand-Manuel Ratundu © 2006-2020  

All rights reserved.  

Koso Rays ® is freely offered for spiritual purposes but also can be successfully 
used for healing purposes as long as our energetic, spiritual and physical bodies 

are strongly interconnected, but it is not meant to replace any medical treatment. 

Sokaisi ® is a spiritual system consisting of initiations meant for personal and 
spiritual development. The initiations work on DIY basis absolutely free of any 
master or any charging, unless specified here. Anyone claiming any of these 

initiations, charging or pretending to facilitate these initiations will be in violation 
of founder purpose, and subject to definitive withdrawal of any Sokaisi ® 

initiation. 
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